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Evidence from State-Level Data

This essay analyzes the economic conditions associated with urban social disturbances
in the United States in the 1960s. Using state-level data on the social disturbances in
conjunction with census data from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, the
analysis tests the relationship between measures of wage inequality and measures of
social disorder. In conjunction with accounts of the unrest, the findings support the
rising expectations hypothesis, an aspect of the relative deprivation view of racial vio-
lence. In particular, overall wage inequality is a significant factor in the disturbances.
Also, although the residual or discrimination component of wage inequality and the
human capital component are related to the disturbances in the same way, this rela-
tionship is stronger for the human capital component of inequality.

Background

Sociopolitical disturbances have long been associated with economic factors,

from economic upheaval to economic inequity. Since the urban unrest in the

1960s in America, researchers have studied this association in great depth.

From the important work of Seymour Spilerman (1970a, 1971, 1972, 1976)

to more recent work (Olzak and Nagel 1986; Myers 1997), sociologists have

advanced a variety of explanations for the unrest, from racial economic com-

petition to diffusion to deprivation. Interestingly, but somewhat counter-

intuitively, deprivation has been dismissed as a possible driver of the unrest,

even though it occupies a central place in theories of ethnic and racial unrest.
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Some theories of deprivation, including Mancur Olson’s (1963), emphasize

levels and changes in the absolute condition of populations. Others, such as

Leonard Berkowitz (1968),Ted Gurr (1970), and James Davies (1979), stress

the importance of the condition of some groups relative to others as being

an important factor.The concept of relative deprivation captures the connec-
tion between specific forms of perceived inequality and sociopolitical unrest

and violence. Relative deprivation is the perceived difference between the

material and social condition that individuals think they should achieve, also

called value expectation, and the condition people believe they will achieve,
called value capability. The greater the difference between value expectation
and value capability, the greater the level of discontent that individuals feel

at their station in life.When there are systematic patterns of discontent at the

racial or ethnic-group level, disturbances involving different racial and/or

ethnic groups are likely to occur.

Value expectation is based both on comparisons individuals make be-

tween their condition and that of other individuals and on their experience of

change in their own condition over time (Runciman 1966; Gurr 1970; Davies

1979; Midlarsky 1988). As a product of this literature, the ongoingMinorities
at Risk project has attempted to create an early warning model of risk factors
for identity-based conflict (Gurr 1993). A notable feature of that project and

related studies is their use of cross-national data, necessitating the use of a

variety of implicit and explicit controls for country-specific context.

After the social disturbances of the 1960s, political scientists and sociolo-

gists devoted much attention to the causes and conditions of racial violence

in the United States. Some studies, including Jiobu 1971 and Morgan and

Clark 1973, showed that socioeconomic conditions specific to cities seemed to

contribute little to explaining violent events. Scholars of the time interpreted

this as an emphasis on national forces as the prime driver of the disturbances.

Joel Lieske (1978), in contrast, found evidence challenging the national view,

suggesting instead that local conditions were crucial to an understanding of

the phenomena. That study presented a developmental interpretation of the

riots and noted a nonmonotonic curvilinear relationship between the social

condition of blacks and the disorder propensity of cities. Using data for a

cross section of U.S. cities, Lieske (ibid.) found that violence was most likely

to occur in those cities in which there was a mix of open and closed char-

acteristics, representing a mix of opportunity for and discrimination against

black populations.
1
Using cross-national data, Edward Muller (1985) found
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a similar curvilinear relationship between regime repressiveness and politi-

cal violence, and Gregg Carter (1986) found one between inequality and riot

activity in urban America in the 1960s. Following the empirical approach of

Lieske and Carter, this essay analyzes the relationship between inequality,

relative deprivation, and social disturbances using a curvilinear or nonmono-

tonic specification.

An early study by William Ford and John Moore (1970; cited in Lieske

1978) showed that the incidence of rioting was highest in cities in which

socioeconomic conditions of blacks had shown the greatest improvement.
2

As will be shown, this observation is consistent with the ‘‘revolution of rising

expectations’’ explanation highlighted in the Kerner Commission Report, a

key document on the disturbances (National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders 1968: 106–7).The 11-member commission, headed byOttoKerner,

then-governor of Illinois, was established on July 28, 1967, by President

Lyndon B. Johnson to investigate the racial disorders and their causes and

propose steps to prevent the recurrence of such incidents. The 425-page

report concluded that American society was ‘‘moving toward two societies,

one black, one white—separate and unequal’’ (ibid.: 1). It recommended

sweeping national action in the areas of employment, education, the wel-

fare system, and housing to halt this trend.The Kerner Commission Report

attributed the disorders to rising expectations among black urban popula-

tions and these rising expectations, in turn, in part to the legal success of

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People on such

issues as the abolition of school segregation. More recent studies that take

this approach include Carter 1986 and Dittmer 1995. The analysis in this

essay is founded explicitly on the key role that rising expectations played in

the disturbances. Finally, related literatures in political science and sociology

have analyzed the consequences of inequality for policy (Dye 1969), of policy

for inequality (Brown 1984; McCrone and Hardy 1978; Fosu 1997), and of

social activism for location decisions of blacks (Stahura 1986) and changes in

attitudes toward protest (Secret and Welch 1982).

The analysis of upheaval based on socioeconomic inequality has recently

received the attention of economists. The work in this literature focuses on

cost-benefit models of the individual rioter’s behavior. Drawing on Tullock

1971, Denise DiPasquale and Edward Glaeser (1998: 60) emphasize the dif-

ference between ‘‘straightforward individual effects [and] . . . community

effects.’’ In that study, they operationalize the ‘‘community effects’’ interpre-
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tation of upheaval as a ‘‘legitimate alternative hypothesis’’ to the individual

approach (ibid). As discussed earlier, this interpretation has many prece-

dents in both the sociology and the political science literatures, specifically

in the literature on social disturbances that are the subject of this article.The

relative deprivation model used in this essay adopts the community-effects

approach to the analysis of upheaval.

Although there is a large literature on the subject of relative depriva-

tion, both theoretical and empirical, this literature has not drawn on meth-

ods of analysis of inequality that are central to economics in general and to

labor economics in particular. These methods include the decomposition of

inequality into two components, one that can be explained by factors that

logically should affect economic status and one that cannot. The latter fac-

tor is often interpreted as discrimination, though there is substantial debate

about what this residual factor actually means (Rees 1991). Frustration and

unrest may be closely associated with differences that cannot be explained

by observable characteristics (the residual or discrimination component of

the economic differential), such as education and experience, that justifiably

might be expected to generate differences in economic status, and by differ-

ences that cannot be explained by such variables. Any significant divergence

between expectations of well-being and the ground reality should also lead

to disturbances.

This essay tests the above notion of relative deprivation in the context of

the racial disturbances in urban America in the 1960s.
3
It makes four contri-

butions to the literature on relative deprivation and urban unrest in America.

First, it provides a model of relative deprivation that incorporates the revo-

lution of rising expectations phenomenon with which the disturbances were

associated. Second, the analysis explicitly tests for the separate roles of com-

ponents of wage differentials between black and white wage earners that

can or cannot be attributed to observable differences in their characteris-

tics. Third, by using data from two time periods, corresponding to the first

and second halves of the decade, the essay moves beyond the traditional

cross-sectional method employed in most quantitative analyses of the sub-

ject (Lieske 1978; Carter 1986). And fourth, unlike the vast majority of past

studies on relative deprivation, the essay analyzes data that are nation spe-

cific, thereby dispensing with the need to control for cross-national political,

social, and cultural variables that can confound cross-national analyses of the

issue.
4
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The organization of this essay is as follows.The second section discusses

a model of relative deprivation in which economic differences are tied explic-

itly to relative deprivation using the concepts of value expectation and value

capability. The third section describes the data used in the essay.The fourth

section presents the empirical methodology and results. The final section

presents conclusions drawn from the analysis.

A Model of Rising Expectations and
Relative Deprivation

At the individual level, researchers define relative deprivation as the differ-

ence between the value expectation and the value capability of the individual

(see Runciman 1966; Gurr 1970). The larger the difference between these

two values, the greater the resulting discontent and the likelihood that this

discontent, if felt by a large number of individuals, will be manifested as

upheaval. The early literature on the subject emphasizes that relative depri-

vation—while essentially an individual phenomenon—can have important

social implications if it operates systematically at the racial or ethnic-group

level (Gurr 1970).
5
In this section, we present a formal model of relative

deprivation that captures these features.

For the following discussion, consider the terms white wage and black
wage as referring to the respective wages paid to white and black workers.6

Value expectation is the value an individual expects he or she should reap from
his or her work. Based on the literature on the riots of the 1960s and on wage

inequality in the United States, we make the following observations about

value expectation. First, the effective value expectation of urban black popu-

lations increased rapidly in the initial stages of increase in the black wage.

There was ‘‘a shift from faintly held aspirations for equality to an intensely

held belief that equality is deserved now’’ (ibid.: 51).Gurr supports this asser-

tion with evidence from a comparison of demands made in the 1940s with

those made in the 1960s. In both cases, equality seems to have been the goal.

This dynamic is distinct from a rise in the actual amount of value demanded,
which is the emphasis of this essay. In the context of Gurr’s assertion, a con-

sistent interpretation of the results of this essay is that, while the rhetoric of

the 1940s and the 1960s embodied the ideal of equality, the effective expecta-

tion (or what blacks realistically could expect) was substantially lower in the

1940s than it was in the 1960s, by which time some progress had been made
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Figure 1 Rising expectations, value expectation, and value capability

in the direction of economic equality. This is consistent with findings of the

National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (1968: 106, for example)

and John Dittmer (1995).

Second, any realistic upper limit for the effective value expectation of a

black worker could not have exceeded the wage of a white worker. In other

words, the white wage represented the maximum wage to which the black

worker could aspire given the conditions at the time. Third, in those situa-

tions in which the black wage was close to the white wage, the rate at which

the value expectation rose would have been small or zero, the black wage

already having approached its effective upper limit. As will be demonstrated

in the empirical section, geographic variations in the wage differential and its

components were substantial, and in only a fewcases was thewage differential

small, let alone zero.

Figure 1 presents a stylized version of the above phenomena in terms

of the wages of blacks and whites. A few simplifying assumptions are made

for the purpose of exposition. For example, the white wage is assumed to

be constant. The curved line is the effective value expectation of blacks.
7

The horizontal line at the top of figure 1 represents the higher white wage,

which is the upper limit of the value expectation of blacks. Value capability

is the value an individual realistically can earn from his or her work. Figure 1
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Figure 2 Value expectation, value capability, and the white-black wage differential

shows the black wage, which reflects the value capability of blacks (hence the

45° line from the origin, because the black wage is plotted against itself ).
8

Figure 2 shows the relationship, derived from figure 1, between value expec-

tation, value capability, and the white-black wage differential for a fixed level

of thewhitewage. Relative deprivation is the difference between value expec-

tation and value capability. Figure 3 is a plot of relative deprivation, derived

from figure 2, against the white-black wage differential. Figures 1–3 show

the relationship between the key variables of the model holding the white

wage fixed. We will examine the realistic case, borne out by empirical evi-

dence, that a rise in the black wage is accompanied by a narrowing of thewage

gap, but not a drop in the white wage. In the context of income and wages,

James Smith and FinisWelch (1989) and John Donohue and James Heckman

(1991) discuss this phenomenon. A parallel set of findings for mortgage and

housing markets is presented in Massey and Denton 1993 and Collins and

Margo 2003a.

The relationship between relative deprivation and the black wage is

slightly more complex than the relationship between the wage differential

and the black wage. Because the value expectation of blacks rises rapidly in

the initial stages of their wage increase, for low black wages, relative depri-

vation increases with a rise in the black wage.
9
Further, since the white-black
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Figure 3 Rising expectations, relative deprivation, and thewhite-blackwage differential

differential decreases with the rise in the black wage, relative deprivation

increases with a fall in the differential when the black wage is low. This can

be seen in figure 3.

The above model of relative deprivation yields a curvilinear or non-

monotonic relationship between the black-white wage differential and rela-

tive deprivation.To the extent that relative deprivation was at the root of the

social disturbances of the 1960s, a nonmonotonic relationship between wage

differentials and measures of riot propensity would be consistent with the

relative deprivation hypothesis.While this is similar to Lieske’s (1978) find-

ing of a nonmonotonic relationship between black social class and riot pro-

pensity, it directly addresses a fundamental variable underpinning the black

civil rights movement—the economic gap between blacks and whites. In the

following section, we test for a relationship between wage differentials and

measures of race-based upheaval in the 1960s.

Data and Variables

Data Sources

This study employs two primary data sources: the 1960 and 1970 Integrated

Public Use Microdata Sample (IPUMS) (Ruggles and Sobek 1997) and the
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Governmental Units Analysis Data (GUAD) (Spilerman 1970b). The

IPUMS provides race-specific wage rates and other individual-level demo-

graphic characteristics. In this analysis, we use the IPUMS to compute wage

differentials and occupational segregation indices for black individuals com-

pared to whites.

For all individuals in the respective samples, the 1960 and 1970 IPUMS

contain information about the census region (i.e., Midwest, Northeast,

South, or West), census division, state, metropolitan area status (i.e., cen-

ter city or outside center city), and urban or rural status. The 1960 IPUMS

data, however, do not contain information about the specific city to which

a census respondent belonged. For this reason, we are unable to estimate

wage differentials at the city level for 1960. For consistency in the unit of

analysis, therefore, we use the metro status variables in the 1960 and 1970

IPUMS to select observations and then aggregatewage differentials for these

metro-level observations to the state level. The aggregation of the data up

to the state level resulted in the elimination from the sample of those states

that did not have metro areas or for which the metro status variable of all

census respondents was listed as ‘‘not available’’ for confidentiality reasons.

States eliminated were Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,

Hawaii, Idaho,Maine,Mississippi,Montana, Nevada, NewHampshire, New

Mexico, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.

Indicators of civil rights protests or violence come from the GUAD.The

data set covers the years 1961 through 1968 and consists of civil disorders

data from that period for cities with 25,000 or more residents. Social dis-

orders recorded in the data set had at least 30 participants, were not related

to institutional conflict (e.g., protests on college campuses), and involved

some violence or property destruction. The GUAD contains riot informa-

tion for 676 cities. Of these, 501 had at least one riot occurrence between

1961 and 1968. For consistency in the unit of analysis, we also aggregate the

riot-level data to the state level. Two secondary data sources, the Uniform
Crime Reports for 1961 and 1970 (U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation 1962,
1971) and The Municipal Year Book (International City Managment Associa-
tion 1960, 1968), provide estimates of other important social and institutional

variables, including police presence, crime rates, and governmental structure,

which we also aggregate from the city or metropolitan statistical area (MSA)

level, depending on the specific variable, to the state level.We combine the

state-level variables created from the IPUMS, GUAD, and secondary data
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and perform analyses at the state level.The analyses explore the relationship

between wage inequality and racial social disorders between 1960 and 1970,

controlling for institutional and social variables. In particular, we investigate

whether relativewage deprivation accounts for differences in racial disorders,

controlling for a variety of urban characteristics in the state.

Dependent Variables: Measures of Social Disorder

The analyses use a measure of social disorders between 1961 and 1968 derived

from data available through the GUAD, namely, total social disorders. The
GUAD also contains disorder data for two subperiods, 1961–64 and 1965–68.

We compute the variables defined in the following discussion for both time

periods. In the models to be estimated, we pair the observations for 1961–64

with the explanatory variables for the first part of the decade (1960–61) and

the observations for 1965–68 with the explanatory variables for the later part

of the decade (1968–70).
10
Hence, for each state, there were two observations,

one representing the early part of the decade, the other representing the later

part of the decade.

Total social disorders is the total number of social disorders across cities
within the state.

11
According to the GUAD, 36 states (74 percent of the

sample) in the analysis experienced at least one racial disorder during the

entire time period. We computed the analogous measure for disorders re-

sulting from incidents that allegedly were instigated by African American

individuals, black aggression.12 The figures for black aggression and total social
disorders are nearly perfectly linearly correlated (ρ̂ = 0.98). The maximum

number of black aggression social disorders during 1961 and 1968 was 22, and

the corresponding number of social disorders was 23.On average, the number

of black aggression social disorders across states was more than five (table 1).

Three states—California, Ohio, and New York—had at least 20 incidents

of black aggression during that period. Although the majority of states (42)

experienced 10 or fewer such incidents, a considerable number of these (10)

experienced 5 or more incidents during the 1960s. The summary statistics

and riot distribution (table 1) show considerable variation in state-level inci-

dents of black aggression between 1961 and 1968.They also show the skewed

nature of the distribution, a point to which wewill return in the methodology

section.
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Table 1 Distributional characteristics of social disorders variables

Total

social Black

disorders aggression

Mean �.		 �.
�

Standard deviation �.�� �.��

Maximum 
� 
�

Median � �

Minimum � �

Mode � �

Range 
� 
�

Interquartile range 	 �

Normality test statistic (Shapiro-Wilk) �.	�*** �.��***

N (number of states) = 49

***p < 0.01

Explanatory Factors

The exploratory analysis of social disorders demonstrates considerable state

variation in the number of social disorders. For example, only seven states,

namely California, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Florida, Illinois, and

Michigan, account for nearly half of all social disorders and slightly over half

of all incidents of black aggression. These descriptive statistics suggest that

factors associated with individual states may help to explain state-level varia-

tions in the social disorder indicators.This essay addresses two classifications

of explanatory factors: (1) relative deprivation (proxied by the race-specific

wage differential and its components) and (2) social and demographic fea-

tures (racial composition; racial, residential, and occupational segregation;

combined size of urban populations; and crime rates) and institutional vari-

ables (measured by government structure). A description of these variables

follows.

Wage Differentials. We prefer to analyze wage inequality rather than in-

come inequality because income data are subject to reporting inaccuracies to

which wage data are not. In addition, wage data, obtained from the IPUMS

discussed above, are directly attributable to the work that individuals do,

whereas income is an aggregate of both work-related and non–work-related
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earnings.This leaves some ambiguity in terms of sources to which income is

attributable and, indirectly, the interpretation of differentials as being due to

human capital or discrimination. The wages are computed as weekly wages

using data for the number of weeks worked and the annual wage income.

Because numbers of weeks worked are reported as intervals (i.e., 1–13 weeks,

14–26 weeks), the midpoints of these intervals are used in the weekly wage

computation. Although the use of these midpoints is a potential source of

error in the wage data, on balance, we feel that the use of the individual-level

wage data is justified over the use of the household-level income data. We

decompose the urban wage differential between blacks and whites separately

for each state using the following standard procedure.The wage for whites is

lnWw = βwχχχw + ew,

where Ww is the white wage, χχχw is a vector of characteristics of the white

worker, βw is a vector of the returns to those characteristics, and ew is a ran-

dom error term. Similarly, the wage for blacks is

lnWb = βbχχχb + eb,

where Wb is the black wage, χχχb is a vector of characteristics of the black

worker, βb is a vector of the returns to those characteristics, and eb is a random

error term.Under this formulation, the wage differential between whites and

blacks is

D = lnWw − lnWb = βwχχχw − βbχχχb + ew − eb.

Adding and subtracting βwχχχb from the above gives

D = βwχχχw − βwχχχb + βwχχχb − βbχχχb + ew − eb

= βw(χχχw − χχχb) + χχχb(βw − βb) + ew − eb.

We can, therefore, decompose thewage differential into a component captur-

ing differences in levels of human capital, evaluated using the white rate of

return as a benchmark; a second component capturing differences in the rate

of return to human capital, evaluated using black levels of human capital as

the benchmark (this is the discrimination component of the differential); and

a random error term.The specific human capital variables used were educa-

tion and experience. Because the education variable is measured in years, it

masks differences in the quality of education across individuals ( Juhn et al.

1991; Rees 1991).
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Table 2 Univariate characteristics of and correlations between human capital and

discrimination components of white-black wage gap

Component of wage gap, Component of wage gap,

����* ����**

Human Discrimi- Human Discrimi-

Statistic capital nation capital nation

Mean �.��� �.��� �.��
 �.
��

Minimum �.��� �.��� �.�
� �.���

Maximum �.��	 �.�	� �.
�� �.���

Standard deviation �.��� �.�
� �.��� �.���

Pearson correlation �.��� �.���

p-value for H0 :C = � �.���� �.����

Spearman correlation �.�

 �.���

p-value for H0 :C = � �.���� �.��
�

Kendall Tau-b �.��� �.��	

p-value for H0 :C = � �.���� �.����

*N = 33

**N = 35

The decomposition analysis was conducted for all states in the sample.

Along the lines of Juhn et al. (1991: 414), we included individuals between

ages 18 and 65 who did not live in group quarters, worked for at least 14 weeks

during the year, had a positive number of years of potential work experience,

earned at least $67 per week in 1987 dollars, and were not self-employed. In

addition, given the focus of this study, we selected only those individuals who

lived in a metro area. We assumed individuals earning the top-coded value

of the wage to earn 1.33 times that value (ibid.). This assumption adjusts for

the censored nature of the wage data. Clearly, individuals earning the highest

reportable value of the wage likely were earning more than that value. The

vector of variables included in the wage regressions also includes a binary

marital status variable (1 if married and living together, 0 otherwise) and sex,

education, and potential work experience in linear and quadratic form.

Table 2 shows the univariate characteristics of the human capital and dis-

crimination components of the wage differential.To test whether states with

high human capital components also had high discrimination components,

we calculated three correlation measures: a straight Pearson numerical cor-

relation and the Spearman and Kendall rank correlation coefficients.Table 2

also contains the results of a hypothesis test on the correlation parameters
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(null hypothesis of zero correlation). Some interesting observations include

the following:

1. The magnitude of the wage differential differs across components (hu-

man capital or discrimination) and time.The discrimination component

is on average higher than the human capital component and less so for

1970.This suggests that a significant component of the black-white wage

differential cannot be explained by differences in educational or experi-

ential characteristics and that this inexplicable component of the differ-

ential decreased as the 1960s ended.

2. The minimum values across states for the components of the differen-

tials are lower for 1970 than for 1960. The minimum and average values

suggest that although a few states may have been close to achieving racial

equality on one or the other of the components (i.e., human capital or

discrimination) of the wage differential, on average the black-white dif-

ferential was substantial. Over the decade, the gap between blacks and

whites narrowed as evidenced in the minimum, maximum, and averages

between 1960 and 1970. In other words, it appears that the entire distri-

bution of wage differentials shifted in the direction of lower inequality.

These findings are in line with those of other studies, which also have

found declining wage differentials between 1960 and 1970. Because prior

research has included both urban and nonurban areas, and usually has

focused on national-level phenomena, these findings should be viewed

as complementing and confirming those findings at the urban and local

level.

3. The mean discrimination component of the urban differential decreased

substantially between 1960 and 1970. The mean human capital compo-

nent of the differential also fell, but only slightly. This is of particular

interest because the human capital component of a wage differential is

economically justifiable, whereas the residual (or discrimination) com-

ponent has no straightforward explanation, suggesting that the progress

of the 1960s had a very specific effect on wage inequality—it narrowed

the discrimination or residual gap without having much of an impact on

human capital differences between black and white workers.

4. The two components of the wage differential have similarities and dif-

ferences. In particular, the numerical correlation between the two com-

ponents is positive, moderately large, and significantly different from 0,

indicating some but not extremely high correlation. In other words,
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Figure 4 Total social disorders, 1961–64, versus wage differential

while one sees some comovement in both components (i.e., a state with

a higher human capital component tends to show a higher residual com-

ponent), this comovement is far from perfect in the statistical sense.

5. Both sets of rank correlation coefficients (Spearman and Kendall) be-

tween the two components are also positive. The p-values for the null
hypothesis of zero correlation indicate significance. Rank correlations

indicate whether states that rank high for one component of the differ-

ential also rank high for the other component.

Figures 4 and 5 are scatter plots of total social disorders against total

wage inequality for the two parts of the decade. The leftward shift of the

observations in figure 5 (lower inequality in 1970) compared to figure 4

(higher inequality in 1960) clearly reveals the point made in (3) above. This

shift is also seen for the residual component of inequality (the figures for

which are not included) though it is imperceptible for the human capital

component.These two figures also suggest a nonlinear relationship between

wage inequality and social disorders consistent with a variant of the formal

relative deprivation model presented earlier. It is impossible, however, to

make any robust conclusions about such a relationship based on two-dimen-

sional visual data. Social and institutional features not accounted for in the

figures could be driving such a pattern.
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Figure 5 Total social disorders, 1965–68, versus wage differential

Social, Demographic, and Institutional Features. We use the proportion

of blacks as a measure of the urban racial composition for the state.We com-

pute racial composition using the 1960 and 1970 IPUMS data. In addition,

we control for urban population size using a variable that is the total urban

population in a state. This is related to the city-size variable used in some

studies of urban violence.To control for time-specific effects not captured by

the other regressors, we also include a dummy variable for the second half

of the period being analyzed, namely 1965–68.

We use the dissimilarity index, a measure of dispersion, to estimate the

degree of racial occupational segregation and racial residential segregation

across metropolitan areas in a state (Duncan and Duncan 1955).The dissimi-

larity index is the proportion of black (or white) individuals in an area that

would have to change occupation or move in order to make the occupational

or residential distributions for both races identical. The dissimilarity index

equals 1 in the case of complete segregation and 0 when the distributions of

blacks and whites are identical.We compute the state-level occupational dis-

similarity index by comparing the race-specific occupational distributions in

metro areas within a state using the 1960 and 1970 IPUMS. Historical dis-

similarity indices are available through the segregation data set created by

David Cutler, Edward Glaeser, and Jacob Vigdor (1999). (For a study of seg-
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regation over the period 1960–70, see Van Valey et al. 1977.) The analyses in

this essay use the weighted average of the MSA-level segregation measure

for MSAs within a state.

To test the relative deprivationmodel,we also control for social and insti-

tutional factors related to crime, police presence, and governmental form.

Geographic limitations in the data affect these variables. Although somemea-

sures are available at the city level, others are available at the larger metro-

politan level. Each measure, aggregated to the state level, represents the level

of social or institutional factors across metro areas within the state.

We expect police presence (i.e., higher average police densities) to be

associated with the level of social disorders.This relationship can be positive

or negative. On the one hand, greater police presence may signify greater

regulatory control and therefore fewer disorders. In this situation, persons

may find other means of expressing dissatisfaction with their current situa-

tion. On the other hand, greater police presence also may signify a need for

control in an area that has a much greater propensity for social disorders. Law

enforcement may be enhanced in these areas in an attempt to address antici-

pated social disorders. Ideally, if more data were available, we could model

explicitly the potential two-way causal relationship between police presence

and social disorders. The lack of sufficient data to explore this relationship

is a limitation of this study. Analyses presented here, however, are consistent

in form with prior studies such as Lieske 1978.

Police presence is computed as the weighted average of police density

across cities within the state.The original source of these data is theUniform
Crime Reports. The weights are city populations. This variable is computed
for two years, 1961 and 1970, representing the first and second parts of the

decade.We used data for 1970 because we were unable to access data for 1968

from the Uniform Crime Reports. For the same reason, we used 1970 data to
compute the crime variables below.Table 3 reveals the state-level variation in

police presence (for example, the standard deviation in 1961 was 480 police

per 100,000 population). Police density increased substantially over the study

period (35 percent) from an average of 332 police per 100,000 persons in the

population to an average of 449 police per 100,000 persons.

Discussions of social disorders in metro areas also must address the issue

of the level of crime, because, according to Lieske (1978), crime is an indica-

tor of social disorganization at the community level. Under this criminality

thesis of rioting (ibid.: 1329), we expect that levels of crime are associated
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Table 3 Descriptive statistics for social and institutional variables used in the analysis

Variable Standard

Variable description name Year N Mean deviation

Police presence

Average police AvgPol ���� �� ��
 �	�

���	 �� ��� �	�

Crime rates

Total robberies TotRob ���� �� 
,��	 �,���

���� �� �,��� ��,��


Total auto thefts TotAuto ���� �� �,��� �
,�	�

���� �� ��,��� 
�,
��

Governmental form

Government form � GovForm� ���� �� �.�� �.�	

���	 �� �.�	 �.��

Government form 
 GovForm
 ���� �� �.�� �.��

���	 �� �.�� �.��

with levels of social disorders and thus explain some of the state variation in

social disorders between 1961 and 1968. Statistics for crime rates for 1961 and

1970, measured for auto theft and robberies, also are presented in table 3.

These are computed as weighted averages across MSAs within a state. The

original source of these data is the Uniform Crime Reports. The weights are
MSA populations. The table shows considerable variation across states in

these measures.The correlation between crime and police density is stronger

for 1970 than for 1961.
13

A final institutional variable included in the analysis is the form of gov-

ernment (council-manager or not). Governmental form can affect the num-

ber of social disorders during the period through the delivery of services and

the provision of a channel for addressing the grievances of minorities. Prior

research suggests that council-manager governments are ‘‘less responsive

and accountable to racial minorities’’ (ibid.: 1329).We include two state-level

measures of governmental form.The first is a binary variable that equals 1 if

the majority of metropolitan areas in a state have a council-manager form of

government and 0 otherwise.This can be thought of as a prevalence variable,

because it depends on how prevalent a particular governmental form is across

the cities in a state.The second is a weighted average of the city-level binary
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governmental form variable.We weight the city-level binary value (0 or 1) by

the city population and then average the weighted variables across all cities

within a state. This can be thought of as an intensity variable, because it

depends on the proportion of the urban state population living in areas with

different government structures. The Municipal Year Book for 1960 and 1968
provide data for both measures.

Consistent with Lieske (1978) and others,we hypothesize a negative rela-

tionship between state-level governmental form and the number of social dis-

orders. According to the descriptive statistics presented in table 3, a council-

manager form of government does not characterize the vast majority of states.

The standard deviations of the governmental form variables indicate that

there is considerable variation across states, suggesting that the governmental

form may help explain state-level variation in racial social disorders.

Methodology and Results

We operationalized the hypothesis test of a relationship between measures of

aggression and wage differentials in two steps. In the first, discussed above,

the analysis decomposes the white-black wage differential into two compo-

nents: the component due to observable human capital characteristics and

the residual or unexplained component, which some economists term ‘‘dis-

crimination.’’ Next, tests for a relationship between wage inequality and its

components and social disorders are conducted. In the first analysis, to test

separately for the effects of wage inequality and its two components on rela-

tive deprivation and aggression, models estimate aggression by incorporating

these variables in nonlinear form.These models include regression equations

explaining riot occurrence and the numbers of riots. There is statistical evi-

dence that wage inequality and its two components played a role, as predicted

by the relative deprivation model presented above.

Details of the Models

The analysis estimated two different types of models of aggression to test

the relative deprivation hypothesis. The choice of model type depended on

the interpretation of the dependent variable used in the analyses. In the first

instance, ordered probit models estimate the likelihood of observing differ-

ent numbers of riots. In the second instance, negative binomial regression
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models estimate the number of riots observed. In both instances, two sepa-

rate sets of models were estimated. In the first set, total wage inequality was

the hypothesized driver of the disturbances. In the second set, the two com-

ponents of wage inequality were included as hypothesized drivers. To allow

for maximum flexibility of functional form, separate models that included

wage inequality in quadratic and cubic forms were estimated.

Ordered Probit Models

The first type of model estimated the relationship between an ordered dis-

crete variable for the number of riots in urban areas in a state and the com-

ponents of the wage differential and other controls (Greene 2003: 736–39).

This type of model is built on the relationship

y* = x'βββ + ε,

where y* is a latent or unobserved variable, which depends on a number of
underlying observable variables x, a vector of parameters βββ that will be esti-
mated in the following analysis, and a random component ε. The model for

observed data for riots is

y = 0 if y* £ μ 1 ,

y = 1 if μ 1 < y* £ μ2 ,

y = 2 if μ2 < y* £ μ3 ,
.
.
.

y = J if μJ £ y*.

In other words, we observe the number of riots y, a discrete variable, based
on the value of the unobserved variable y*, which depends on the underlying
observed variables x. Under the assumption that ε is normally distributed,
we rewrite the model to yield the conditional probabilities

Pr( y = 0|x) = Φ (−x'βββ)
Pr( y = 1|x) = Φ (μ 1 − x'βββ) − Φ (−x'βββ)

Pr( y = 2|x) = Φ (μ2 − x'βββ) − Φ (μ 1 − x'βββ)
.
.
.

Pr( y = J|x) = 1 − Φ (μJ−1 − x'βββ),

where Φ is the cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution.

Tables 4 and 5 contain coefficient estimates for the ordered probit regres-

sions for the quadratic and cubic models using total wage inequality (table 4,
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columns 3–6) and the components of wage inequality (table 5, columns 3–6).

The dependent variable was total social disorders.
14
Following Greene 2003,

tables 4 and 5 report two sets of estimates for each regression.The first is the

set of coefficient estimates for the ordered probit model (columns 3 and 5,

labeled ‘‘coefficient’’ in both tables).The second is the marginal contribution

of each regressor to the probability of the 0-riot occurrence (columns 4 and 6,

labeled ‘‘slope’’ in both tables). A negative slope indicates that an increase

in the value of the variable is associated with a decrease in the likelihood of

observing no disorders and, as a corollary, with an increase in the likelihood

of observing riots.

The ordered probit regressions in tables 4 and 5 reveal some interesting

associations between the independent variables and the occurrence of dis-

orders. In the quadratic models, the terms representing total wage inequality

and its two components are individually and jointly statistically significant

in all four models. They suggest a value expectation curve with a slope that

increased as wage inequality fell. At the level of the model, this finding is

broadly consistent with the rising expectations hypothesis—as the black wage

rose, so too did expectations, but at a more rapid rate, increasing relative

deprivation and therefore disturbances.

Although the above finding bodes well for the relative deprivation hy-

pothesis, it also has two potential inconsistencies with the model. The first

is that, extrapolated to the point at which wage inequality is 0, it suggests

that riot activity should be extremely high. This result could be due to the

fact that there are no states for which the total wage differential is less than

0.15 and that the aforementioned extrapolation occurs outside the range of

observed data. At any rate, it also can be resolved by making the functional

form for wage inequality in the model more flexible. Indeed, if the dominant

dynamic in the model is for expectations to rise at a more rapid rate than

the black wage, then a possible decline in relative deprivation as the wage

differential nears 0 may be obliterated by this dynamic. This motivates the

inclusion of the cubic functional form in the analysis. As the results show, the

cubic models are consistent with rapidly rising expectations and a reduction

in relative deprivation as wage differentials approach 0. In this second set of

models, however, the residual component of wage inequality is no longer sta-

tistically significant, suggesting that the human capital component of wage

inequality is the more important of the two components of wage inequality in

explaining disturbances.Total wage inequality remains significant regardless

of model specification.
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Table 4 Models with total wage inequality for the entire adult urban population

Dependent variable: Total riots

Ordered probit models Negative binomial models

Quadratic model Cubic model Quadratic model Cubic model

Variables Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope

Wage gap

Wage inequality −
�.�	�*** �.���** ��.��
 −�.	�� −��.���*** −
	.���*** 
�.��� ��.	�


(	.���) (�.�
�) (
�.���) (�.��	) (�.���) (�.���) (��.���) (
�.�	�)

Square of wage inequality 
�.���*** −�.���** −�
.��	 ��.
�� ��.���*** 
	.���*** −��.
��* −��
.���*

(�.�		) (
.���) (��.���) (��.���) (�.���) (�.�
�) (��.���) (��.���)

Cube of wage inequality — — ��.���* −��.���* — — ��.	��** ��.���**

(
	.���) (	.���) (
�.��	) (��.���)

Joint χ2 statistic ��.��*** — ��.
�*** — �
.��*** — 

.��*** —

Segregation variables

Occupational segregation �.���* −
.��� �.��
* −
.���* �.��� �.��� 
.��� �.
��

(�.���) (�.���) (�.��
) (�.���) (�.���) (�.�	�) (
.�	�) (�.���)

Residential segregation −�.��� �.��
 −�.��� �.��� �.��� 
.��� �.��	 �.���

(
.���) (�.�
�) (
.��
) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.�		) (
.��
)

Governmental form variables

Form � (GovForm�) 
.���** −�.���* 
.�
�** −�.���** �.��	** 
.���** �.��
** 
.��
**

(�.�	�) (�.�

) (�.���) (�.��
) (�.���) (�.

�) (�.���) (�.���)

Form 
 (GovForm
) −�.���*** �.���*** −
.���*** �.��
*** −�.���** −
.
��** −�.���** −
.���**

(�.��
) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.��	) (�.���)
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Crime variables

Robberies (TotRob) �.� × ��−4** −
.	 × ��−5** �.� × ��−5** −
.� × ��−5** 
.� × ��−5* �.� × ��−5* 
.	 × ��−5** �.	 × ��−5**

(�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.
 × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5) (�.
 × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5)

Auto thefts (TotAuto) −�.� × ��−5 �.� × ��−6 −
.� × ��−5 �.
 × ��−6 −
.� × ��−5** −�.� × ��−5* −�.� × ��−5* −�.
 × ��−5**

(
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−6) (
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−6) (
.� × ��−5)

Police presence variable

Police presence (AvgPol) −�.� × ��−4 �.� × ��−4 −	.� × ��−4* 
.� × ��−4 −�.� × ��−5 −
.	 × ��−4 −�.� × ��−4 −�.� × ��−4

(�.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (
.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (
.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4)

Racial composition

Percent black 	.�
� −
.
�� ��.���** −�.���* �.��� �.��� �.	��* ��.��
*

(�.���) (�.���) (�.��
) (�.	��) (�.��
) (�.	��) (�.
�	) (�.	��)

Population

Sum of population in MSAs �.� × ��−7*** −	.� × ��−8** 
.	 × ��−7** −�.	 × ��−8** 
.� × ��−7*** �.� × ��−7*** 
.� × ��−7*** �.� × ��−7***

(�.� × ��−7) (�.���) (�.� × ��−7) (�.���) (�.� × ��−8) (�.���) (�.� × ��−8) �.���

Decade effect

Dummy variable: � if ����, �.���*** −�.	��*** �.���*** −�.	��*** 
.���*** �.���*** 
.���*** �.�
�***

� if ���� (�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.�

) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (�.
��)

Constant −
.�	� — −��.

�* — −�.
�� — −�.���* —

(�.�	�) (�.
��) (
.�
�) (�.���)

Regression diagnostics

Log likelihood −	�.��� −	�.��� −���.�
� −���.�
�

Likelihood ratio χ2 �
.
�*** ��.��*** 	�.��*** �
.��***

Pseudo R2 �.��	 �.��� �.
�	 �.���

Number of observations �� �� �� ��

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.

***
significant at the 1% level (p < 0.01); **significant at the 5% level (p < 0.05); *significant at the 10% level (p < 0.10).
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Table 5 Models with components of wage inequality for the entire adult urban population

Dependent variable: Total riots

Ordered probit models Negative binomial models

Quadratic model Cubic model Quadratic model Cubic model

Variables Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope Coefficient Slope

Wage gap components

Residual (discrimination) −
�.���** �.��	** −�
.�
� 
.��	 −�
.	��*** −
�.���*** �.

� �
.���

(�.�	�) (�.���) (
�.���) (�.���) (�.���) (	.�

) (��.�
�) (��.��	)

Square of residual 
�.���** −�.��	** −�.	�� �.
�	 ��.��
** 
�.�
�** −��.	�� −��.���

(discrimination) (�
.���) (�.�

) (�	.���) (
�.���) (�.��
) (��.��
) (��.�	�) (���.��)

Cube of residual — — ��.��
 −�.��� — — ��.��	 �
.�	


(discrimination) (��.	��) (
�.���) (��.���) (���.��)

Joint χ2 statistic �.��** — �.�� — ��.��*** — �.�	 —

Human capital −

.		�** �.��	* ��.��� −��.�
� −��.���* −
	.���* ��.��	 ��.���

(��.�
�) (�.���) (
�.�	�) (�.���) (	.���) (��.	
�) (
�.�

) (�	.��
)

Square of human capital 	�.�
�*** −

.��	** −���.���* 	�.	��* ��.	��** ���.�
�** −
��.���* −���.���*

(��.�	�) (��.�	�) (�	�.�	�) (��.���) (
�.�	�) (�
.���) (��
.���) (
��.
�)

Cube of human capital — — ��	.	��** −���.���** — — ���.���** ���.		
**

(���.	��) (��.���) (
��.���) (�
�.��)

Joint χ2 statistic �.��*** — ��.	�*** — �.��** — ��.	�*** —

Segregation variables

Occupational segregation �.
�
 −�.��� ��.���** 
.���* �.��� 
.�
� �.��� �.��	

(�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.	��) (�.���) (�.��	)

Residential segregation −�.�
	 �.�		 −�.��� �.
�	 �.��� −
.��	 �.�	
 �.�
�

(
.�
�) (�.���) (
.�
�) (�.���) (�.��
) (�.���) (�.���) (
.���)

Governmental form variables

Form � (GovForm�) 
.���** −�.���** 
.���** −�.��	** �.	
�** �.���** �.���** 
.���**

(�.���) (�.���) (�.��	) (�.���) (�.�
�) (�.�
�) (�.���) (�.
�	)

Form 
 (GovForm
) −
.���*** �.�

*** −�.���*** �.��	*** −�.���*** −
.���** −�.�
	** −�.���*

(�.�
�) (�.���) (�.�

) (�.��
) (�.���) (�.��	) (�.���) (�.��
)
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Crime variables

Robberies (TotRob) �.� × ��−5** −
.� × ��−5** 	.� × ��−5** −
.� × ��−5** 
.� × ��−5* �.
 × ��−5* 
.� × ��−5** �.� × ��−5*

(�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5)

Auto thefts (TotAuto) −�.� × ��−5 	.
 × ��−6 −
.� × ��−5 �.� × ��−6 −�.� × ��−5** −�.� × ��−5** −�.	 × ��−5* −�.� × ��−5*

(
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−6) (
.� × ��−5) (�.� × ��−6) (
.� × ��−5)

Police presence variable

Police presence (AvgPol) −�.� × ��−4 �.� × ��−4 −	.� × ��−4* 
.� × ��−4 −	.	 × ��−5 −�.� × ��−4 −�.� × ��−4 −�.
 × ��−4

(�.� × ��−4) (�.
 × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (
.� × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4) (
.	 × ��−4) (�.� × ��−4)

Racial composition

Percent black 	.��� −
.�	� ��.�		** −
.���* 
.
�� �.��� �.��� �.���

(�.���) (�.�	�) (�.���) (�.���) (�.��	) (�.��	) (�.���) (�.

�)

Population

Sum of population in MSAs �.� × ��−7*** −	.� × ��−8** 
.� × ��−7** −�.� × ��−8* 
.
 × ��−7*** �.� × ��−7*** �.� × ��−7*** �.� × ��−7***

(�.� × ��−7) (�.���) (�.� × ��−7) (�.���) (�.� × ��−8) (�.� × ��−7) (�.� × ��−8) (�.���)

Decade effect

Dummy variable: � if ����, �.
��*** −�.���*** �.�	�*** −�.�	�*** 
.�
�*** �.��
*** 
.���*** �.���***

� if ���� (�.���) (�.���) (�.�	�) (�.���) (�.���) (�.��
) (�.���) (�.���)

Constant
a

−
.�	� — −�.
�� — −�.�	� — −�.
��* —

(�.���) (�.�
�) (
.�
�) (�.�
�)

Regression diagnostics

Log likelihood −	�.�

 −	
.	�� −��
.��� −��.�
�

Likelihood ratio χ2 ��.
�*** ��.��*** 	�.�	*** ��.��***

Pseudo R2 �.��� �.��� �.��� �.�
�

Number of observations �� �� �� ��

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.The slopes in this model represent the change in the likelihood of the no-riot outcome associated with a unit change in the independent

variable under consideration. For this reason, the signs of these slopes should be the opposite of those in the corresponding negative binomial models in table 4, which model

the change in the number of disturbances associated with changes in the independent variables.

a
For the ordered probit model, this corresponds to μ 1 in the discussion in the text.

***
significant at the 1% level (p < 0.01); **significant at the 5% level (p < 0.05); *significant at the 10% level (p < 0.10).
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The second potential inconsistency between the estimates and the rela-

tive deprivation model is the finding that, above a certain level of wage

inequality, riot activity should begin to rise again. This occurs within the

range of observed data and covers approximately one-quarter of the obser-

vations, primarily from the early 1960s. Again, this could be the result of the

dominant dynamic of rapidly rising expectations discussed above. An alter-

native explanation is the possibility that, above a certain level of inequality,

it is not the discrepancy between value expectation and value capability that

drives social unrest as much as a broader sense of injustice that is based

only on, and is increasing in, the level of inequality. In other words, when

inequality is extremely high, expectations cease to play a role. This is con-

sistent with the particular context, given that the observations to which this

issue relates occur in the early 1960s, when expectations had only just begun

to rise.

Among the other variables, lower levels of crime (in particular, robberies)

and smaller urban populations are associated with a higher likelihood of no

riots. For reasons discussed above, these findings are not surprising. The

prevalence of the council-manager form of government across cities in a state

is associated with a lower likelihood of no riots, also as expected. Interest-

ingly, the population-weighted variant of this measure is associated with a

greater likelihood of no riots.While it could be the result of the inclusion of

related variables such as the other governmental form variable, this finding

merits further investigation. Notably, of the two governmental form vari-

ables, the prevalence variable has the larger slope. Interestingly, occupational

and residential segregation are not significant correlates of riots.
15

Taken together, these findings support the relative deprivation model

presented earlier. They go a step further, however, in identifying relative

deprivation as operating through both components of the wage gap but more

strongly through the human capital or ability component. In addition, they

confirm what one might expect in terms of the relationship between some of

the additional variables that might be thought of as having associations with

the disturbances.
16

Negative Binomial Models

In the case at hand, the distribution of numbers of riots is highly skewed,with

a large number of state-level observations showing no riots, smaller numbers
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showing a few riots, even smaller numbers showing a moderate number of

riots, and so on (see table 1). The Poisson regression, a special case of the

negative binomial, is a commonly used method of analysis for skewed count

data. This method makes strong assumptions about the distribution of the

data.The negative binomial regression class of models, to which the Poisson

regression model belongs, enables the researcher to test the appropriateness

of the Poisson regression and use a modified non-Poisson model with weaker

distributional assumptions if the Poisson model is not appropriate.

The second set of models directly estimates the number of riots using the

standard negative binomial approach to modeling count data. An advantage

of this method over Lieske’s method is that it did not require modifying the

number of riots variable by taking the logarithm of 1 plus the number of riots

observed (see Lieske 1978 for use of this transform). Although the rationale

for taking the logarithm, namely reducing the skewed nature of the distribu-

tion of observations on the number of riots (with a large number of observa-

tions showing no riots, a smaller number showing a few riots, even smaller

numbers showing a moderate number, etc.), may or may not be justified, the

addition of 1 to this number to prevent the logarithm of the 0-riot obser-

vations from taking a value of negative infinity is arbitrary (Greene 2003:

744–45).Tests of the riot data indicated the problem of overdispersion in the

Poisson model, suggesting that the broader negative binomial specification

was more suitable than the Poisson specification.

The estimates of the negative binomial models, presented in tables 4

and 5 (columns 7–10), confirm most of the important findings of the probit

models. First, they identify total wage inequality and both of its components

as being nonmonotonically related to riots in theway identified in the ordered

probit models. Second, levels of robberies are associated with higher num-

bers of riots. Third, larger urban populations are associated with more riots.

And fourth, the prevalence version of the governmental form variable (i.e.,

a higher proportion of cities in a state has the council-manager form of gov-

ernment) is associated with higher numbers of riots, while the population-

weighted version of the governmental form variable (i.e., a higher propor-

tion of people living in cities in a state that has the council-manager form of

government) is associated with lower numbers of riots. The associations in

the negative binomial models appear to be slightly weaker than those in the

ordered probit models. As with the ordered probit models, negative binomial

models using the components of the wage gap for young males were esti-
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mated as an alternative to the models containing the wage gap for the entire

adult population. The findings (not shown) were broadly similar to those in

the models for the entire adult population.

Both ordered probit and negative binomial models also were estimated

using controls for states in the South and those not in the South. The ratio-

nale is the need for an indicator in the above specifications that police in

southern states may have been perceived as beingmore aggressive than police

in northern states in responding to riots, causing some degree of deterrence

in southern states relative to northern states. South/non-South classifica-

tions based on Spilerman 1970a (see Mazur 1973 andMyers 1997) were used.

These classifications took the form of a dummy variable. A nonmonotonic

relationship very similar to the ones presented in tables 4 and 5 was observed,

showing that the findings are robust to inclusion of this traditional control

variable.

Conclusions and Implications

This essay analyzed the economic conditions associated with urban race

riots in the United States in the 1960s. We constructed a model of relative

deprivation based on the ‘‘revolution of rising expectations’’ character of the

disturbances. Second, using data collected by the Lemberg Center for the

Study of Violence over the period 1961–68 in conjunction with census data

from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, we tested the relationship

between measures of decomposed wage inequality and measures of social

disturbances, based on the model of relative deprivation. The findings lend

support to the rising expectations hypothesis, an aspect of the relative depri-

vation view of violence.The analysis finds that total wage inequality and both

of its components, namely the human capital and the residual or discrimina-

tion components, are significant factors in this rising expectations dynamic.

The role of the human capital component is more robust than the residual

component across model specifications.

These results have a number of implications for the literature on rela-

tive deprivation. First, they suggest the need for a more sophisticated view

of inequality than has been taken to date. In particular, they argue for a focus

on the discrepancy between value expectation and value capability rather

than the more naive notion of inequality as a simple difference between two

individuals or groups. Second, they revive the notion of the importance of
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inequality in the disorders of the 1960s. Early studies such as Lieske 1978

found no association between inequality and disorder propensity, perhaps

because they used functional forms that were inconsistent with the ‘‘revolu-

tion of rising expectations’’ view of the disorders.Third, by using a panel data

set, this study has incorporated a time dimension into the analysis, which has

been absent in most of the previous cross-sectional work on the disturbances.

The results suggest that levels of inequality are not linearly or even

monotonically associated, either positively or negatively, with levels of socio-

political upheaval. In a dynamic model in which expectations rise rapidly

with the early signs of reductions in inequality, this is to be expected. High

levels of relative deprivation will occur precisely when such improvements

are occurring. In time, as inequality is gradually eliminated, value expectation

and value capability should again converge, eliminating the relative depriva-

tion that leads to sociopolitical upheaval.

Notes

The authors would like to thank Bill Collins, the editor of Social Science History, and par-
ticipants at the annual meeting of the Social Science History Association held in Chicago

in November 2001 for their comments on the underlying model and Salma El-Hag You-

sef, Cate Griebel, Ben Colaiaco, and Andrea Arkin for their excellent research assistance

on this project.

1 Lieske found that the inclusion of a regional variable (i.e., South versus non-South

cities) rendered insignificant a number of correlates of disorder propensity. He inter-

preted this as an indication that the atheoretical regional variable actually captured

information about a number of variables that formed an explicit part of his theory.

Two important limitations of that study are the use of cross-sectional data rather

than panel data, thereby eliminating the time (and therefore change) dimension from

the analysis, and the absence of a multivariate model that explicitly includes all the

hypothesized correlates of disorder propensity. The current study overcomes both

these limitations.

2 Interestingly, and in contrast to the conclusion of Lieske 1978, the main conclusion

of a related study, Spilerman 1970a, is the unimportance of other community charac-

teristics (including the degree of relative deprivation) in a model in which the effects

of the number of blacks in a city and the region in which a city lies (i.e., North or

South) have been controlled for.This conclusion, however, hinges on the very strong

assumption that the number-of-blacks and region variables are the only two vari-

ables that are logically prior to the other individual variables in the model.We reject

this assumption and the methodology that implements it on the grounds that it is

selective—in other words, it is tantamount to the analysis of models with only three
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independent variables. In parallel results that do not presuppose this hierarchy of

variables (i.e., zero-order correlations), Spilerman (1970a: 642, table 5, column 1)

finds that key relative deprivation variables (including black-white income ratios)

are indeed significant and the correlations have the expected sign. The results in

this essay can be interpreted as being complementary to these simple correlations.

The partial correlations that Spilerman interprets as negating the effect of commu-

nity variables can be interpreted as three-variable multivariate models in which the

problem of omitted variable bias is a distinct possibility. Like the Lieske study, the

Spilerman study is a cross-sectional analysis and does not capture changes over time

in the economic status of blacks.

3 For the purposes of this study, a ‘‘disturbance’’ refers to a racial disorder, defined by

the Lemberg Center as a ‘‘race-related incident involving crowd behavior, charac-

terized by either damage to persons or property and/or defiance of civil authority’’

(Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence 1968: 2, as cited in Lieske 1978: 1325).

4 Chandra 2002 is one of only a few within-country empirical studies of relative depri-

vation for contexts outside the United States in the 1960s. In that study, inequality

and racial disturbances between the indigenous and Chinese populations of the

Netherlands Indies between 1910 and 1917 are found to be positively correlated.

5 For alternative views of race and violence, see, for example, Isaac et al. 1980 and

Mason 1984.The latter approach is also favored in the economic literature on protest.

6 In the empirical analysis that follows, a standard decomposition method will be used

that separates the effect of differences in observable characteristics of workers, such

as education and experience, on wage differentials from the effects of unobservable

phenomena. Following this, the two components of the wage differential will be ana-

lyzed separately.

7 For simplicity, this line is drawn with a decreasing slope.There is no reason that the

slope of the line should not increase over a portion of the range of wages. Indeed, the

empirical results presented below are consistent with a line whose slope increases

over a portion of the range of wages.

8 A parallel interpretation is the temporal nature of the change in the black wage.

This interpretation is context specific, however, and the model makes no inherent

assumptions about time.

9 This rapid rise can be concave and/or convex, depending on the nature of the evo-

lution of expectations.

10 Data limitations preclude an exact temporal match between all the disorder variables

and the explanatory variables.

11 As a test of the sensitivity of the analysis to alternate conceptualizations of the degree

to which a state was affected by the disturbances, we also weighted the total number

of social disorders within an MSA by the MSA population to create the weighted
total social disorders variable:

Weighted Total Social Disorders j =

∑
i
Social Disorders ij × Population ij

,

∑
i
Population

for MSA i in state j.
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Results from the weighted analysis are broadly consistent with the unweighted re-

sults and, for the sake of brevity, are not presented here.

12 The term black aggression was applied to the original data set. We use it solely for
this reason. Of the states that experienced at least one social disorder between 1961

and 1968, all but one, South Carolina, also experienced a black aggression riot. No

riot data are reported for North Dakota. A weighted version of this variable also was

computed and analyzed.

13 The Pearson correlation coefficients are statistically significant,with one exception—

auto thefts in 1961. The correlation between police density and robberies in 1961 is

significant at the 0.025 level. Correlations for 1968 are significant at the 0.01 level.

14 Models using black aggression as the dependent variable also were estimated.These

models were weaker, but displayed broadly similar results.

15 For discussion of the consequences of residential segregation in late-twentieth-

century America, see Collins and Margo 2003b.

16 Because of the heavy participation of young males in a number of disturbances, simi-

lar models also were estimated by inserting the wage-gap components for young

males (defined as males under 30 years of age) into the above models in place of

the wage-gap components for the entire population (not shown). The models were

in general weaker than the models using the wage gap for the entire population in

terms of fit. In addition, a smaller number of the nonwage variables consistently dis-

played the expected associations that were seen in themodel for the entire population

(though the few associations that were visible confirmed the phenomena in tables 4

and 5). A larger number of these variables were marginally significant in some of the

models.
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